Inferring new facts from existing knowledge graphs (KG) with explainable reasoning processes is a significant problem and has received much attention recently. However, few studies have focused on relation types unseen in the original KG, given only one or a few instances for training. To bridge this gap, we propose CogKR for one-shot KG reasoning. The one-shot relational learning problem is tackled through two modules: the summary module summarizes the underlying relationship of the given instances, based on which the reasoning module infers the correct answers. Motivated by the dual process theory in cognitive science, in the reasoning module, a cognitive graph is built by iteratively coordinating retrieval (System 1, collecting relevant evidence intuitively) and reasoning (System 2, conducting relational reasoning over collected information). The structural information offered by the cognitive graph enables our model to aggregate pieces of evidence from multiple reasoning paths and explain the reasoning process graphically. Experiments show that CogKR substantially outperforms previous state-ofthe-art models on one-shot KG reasoning benchmarks, with relative improvements of 24.3%-29.7% on MRR 1 .
Introduction
A typical knowledge graph (KG) is far from completion due to the arbitrary complex relations, making it essential to enhance the ability to infer new facts from the existing relations [5, 34, 39, 6] for downstream tasks, e.g., question answering [23] , dialogue system [43] , and relation extraction [37] . Most previous studies focus on completing facts of existing relation types in KG. However, as the existing relation types in a KG are always limited, the ability to infer the facts of an unseen relation is critical but not well studied. Large amounts of training instances of that relation are required for traditional KG completion approaches.
The remedy to discover facts for new relations in a data-efficient way could be related to one-shot learning, which has been proposed in the image classification task [17] , trying to recognize objects in a new class given only one or a few instances of that class. Similarly, one-shot relational learning for KG, which aims to uncover facts of a new relation given only one training instance, has been proposed recently by Xiong et al. [40] . Nevertheless, one-shot learning relies heavily on strong prior knowledge learned from previous classes, as the training set for a single class becomes minimal. The form of prior knowledge represents the inductive bias of the learning algorithm. The success achieved for one-shot learning in image data stems from the design of multi-level feature extraction architectures inspired by the human visual perception system. On the contrary, KG reasoning, whose underlying data is relational and discrete, is known to be related to the cognitive system [4] , since human cognition also works with strong prior knowledge that our world consists of objects and relations [31] .
A proper inductive bias of inferring facts for new relations, we believe, could be found in the cognitive system of human beings. As suggested in the dual process theory [29] , the reasoning system of human beings consists of two distinct processes, one to retrieve relevant information via an implicit and unconscious system (System 1) and the other to reason over the collected information via an explicit, conscious and controllable reasoning process (System 2). Compared with the case for image perception, training a relational inference system that learns the underlying reasoning process of human beings could be a better choice for learning new relations. The method by Xiong et al. [40] can be viewed as a System 1 only approach, which learns an implicit matching metric between entity pairs based on KG embeddings [5] . It focuses too much on the similarity, rather than the relationship, leading to incorrect facts. Similar conclusions can be found in reading comprehension tasks that require reasoning over the discrete input data [13] . This misjudgment ratio will inevitably rise as the reasoning complexity increases due to the lack of System 2. System 2 requires explicit reasoning capacity, which has been studied in the field of KG reasoning methods [6, 39, 7, 19] . Most methods use random walk [16, 21] or path-finding policy learned by RL [39, 7] to obtain paths connecting two entities and infer the relationship from the paths with neural networks. However, despite that they are not studied in one-shot relational learning, the expressiveness of a single path is limited, compared to a subgraph which keeps the clues complete to reason.
In this paper, we propose Cognitive KG Reasoning (CogKR), in which a summary module and a reasoning module work together to address the one-shot KG reasoning problem. In the summary module, the knowledge about the entities in the training instance is collected, and their underlying relation is represented as a continuous vector. Then in the reasoning module, new facts of the relation are inferred based on the relation vector and the KG. Specifically, we design a new method to reason out the missing tail entity of a relation given the head entity, under the inspiration of the dual process theory [29] in cognitive science. At each step, query-relevant entities and relations are retrieved from the neighborhood and organized as a cognitive graph [9] , which resembles the capacity-limited working memory [1] . Then relational reasoning is conducted over the graph to update the nodes' representations. The above process is iterated until all relevant evidence is found. Then the final answer is predicted based on the reasoning results.
Problem Formulation
A knowledge graph G is represented as a set of triples {(h, r, t)} ⊆ E × R × E. Each triple consists of a relation r ∈ R and two entities h, t ∈ E, which denotes a directed edge of type r from h to t. On the KG, the one-shot KG reasoning problem can be formalized as: given a few entity pairs
of an unseen relation typer, we would like to predict the tail entityt of a missing triple (ĥ,r, ?). In this paper, we mainly focus on the case when only one pair (hr, tr) is given, i.e. m = 1. However, our method can also be extended to few-shot cases by existing few-shot learning methods [35, 30] . We define the probability p θ (·|ĥ, (h r , t r )) over the entity set E as the probability of entities to be the correct answer given the support pair (h r , t r ) of relation r and query head entitŷ h. θ are the parameters of our model and represent the apriori learned from the existing facts. The training objective should maximize p θ (t|ĥ, (h r , t r )) given the ground trutht:
where D r = {(h, t)|(h, r, t) ∈ G} is the set of entity pairs for relation r.
Approach
In this section, we describe the proposed model for the one-shot KG reasoning, the training algorithm, and the complexity analysis. Our framework for the one-shot problem consists of two modules. The first module is called Summary Module, which maps an entity pair (h r , t r ) to a continuous representation ω hr,tr of their underlying relation. Given only one training instance for the query relation, the mapping learned by the neural network can generalize better than direct optimization. Figure 1 : Overview of the CogKR framework. The summary module generates the vector for the underlying relationship between the support pair (Jaguar, UK). The reasoning module builds the cognitive graph on the right. When updating the hidden representation of Michigan in System 2, representations of its ingoing edges are aggregated and combined with its entity embedding. Then in System 1, the outgoing edge Contains_inv of Michagan, which leads to the correct answer USA, is added to the graph.
a head entityĥ, predicts the correct tail entityt. Similar to the reasoning process of humans, the reasoning module combines implicit retrieval and explicit reasoning, by expanding and reasoning over the cognitive graph iteratively. The overview of the whole framework is shown in Figure 1 .
Summary Module
In the summary module, we collect information about the entities in the given instance and summarize the relationship between them. Previous works [39, 7] demonstrated that the relationship of two entities could be inferred from paths connecting them. However, the number of paths connecting two entities can increase exponentially as the path length increases. With only one pair given, the search space cannot be effectively reduced with the prior knowledge [39] . Therefore, we apply a neural network to infer the entity pair's relationship from their vector representations, which are generated by a graph neural network (GNN). Given an entity e, GNN generates the entity vector ω e from the entity's embedding and its neighbor set:
where
are parameters and N e = {(r k , e k )|(e, r k , e k ) ∈ G} is the set of outgoing edges of entity e in G. The entity and relation embeddings v e and v r can be pre-trained with existing KG embedding methods. Given the vector representations of an entity pair (h r , t r ), ω hr and ω tr , we can get the representation of their underlying relation as
Reasoning Module
Cognitive Graph Inspired by the reasoning process of humans, the reasoning module consists of two iterative processes, retrieving information from KG (System 1) and reasoning over collected information (System 2). We use a unique structure, called cognitive graph, to store both retrieved information and reasoning results. A cognitive graph is a subgraph of G, with hidden representations for its nodes. The hidden representations stand for the understandings of all the entities in G. Formally, G = (V, E, X), where V ⊆ E, E ⊆ G, and X ∈ R |V |×d is the matrix of hidden representations. The hidden representation of node e is denoted as X[e]. In the beginning, G only contains the query entityĥ, which is marked as unexplored. The advantages of the cognitive graph against previous path-based reasoning methods are two-fold. On the one hand, the graph structure
Algorithm 1 One-shot Multi-hop KG Reasoning Algorithm
Input: Entity pair (h r , t r ); Query entityĥ; KG
Pop an entity e from F
6:
Build the action set A for e 7:
Sample actions a from multinomial distribution over A
8:
for r , e in a do
9:
E ← E ∪ {(e, r , e )}
10:
if e / ∈ V and |V | < λ then 11:
end if
13:
Update hidden representations X[e ] with Equations (4) and (5) 14:
end for
allows more flexible information flow. On the other hand, the search for correct answers can be more efficient when organized as a graph instead of paths.
System 1 To retrieve relevant evidence from G, at each step i, we select an unexplored node e i from the subgraph, expand G with part of e i 's outgoing edges, and mark e i as explored. Given the current entity e i , the set of possible actions A i consists of the outgoing edges of e i in G. Concretely, A i = {(r, e)|(e i , r, e) ∈ G}. Following [7] , we augment G with the reversed links (t, r −1 , h) and cut the maximum number of outgoing edges of an entity by a threshold η. To give the agent the option of not expanding from e i , we add a particular action that represents no action. The actions a i are sampled from a multinomial distribution Mult(n, p i ). n is a hyperparameter that represents the action budget, and p i is the probability over A i , predicted as:.
where W 1 ∈ R 3d×d , W 2 ∈ R d×2d are parameters and A i ∈ R |Ai|×3d is the candidate matrix which stacks the concatenated embeddings of all actions in A i . The embedding of an outgoing edge (r, e) is the concatenation of the entity's embedding v e , the relation's embedding v r , and the entity's hidden representation X[e] (filled with 0 if e does not belong to G). Notably, the embedding of "no action" is a trainable vector of length 3d. Edges selected in a i are added to E. Nodes that are related to selected edges but not belong to G are added to V and marked as unexplored. To limit the size of G, after |V | reaches the predefined maximum node number λ, we will not add new nodes. System 2 In this paper, we apply deep learning to conduct relational reasoning, which has shown better generalization capacity than rule-based reasoning for KG [21, 6] . After each graph expansion step, the hidden representations of related nodes are updated based on their neighbors in G. For a node e, the updating formula of hidden representation X[e] is:
are parameters and E e = {(r , e )|(e , r , e) ∈ E} is the set of ingoing edges for entity e in G. This formula can be considered as a variant of GNN [4] : the representation of a node is computed as a combination of its own information and the aggregation of its neighbors' information. However, unlike traditional GNNs, where the current layer of representations is computed from the previous layer(s), all the representations are in the same layer but computed sequentially. It can also be considered as an extension to Path-RNN [25] , augmented with the ability to aggregate the information from multiple paths for intermediate nodes.
After all the nodes in G are marked as explored, we terminate the reasoning process and predict nodes' probability to be the correct answer based on their hidden representations:
where W p ∈ R d×2d are parameters. The complete algorithm is presented in Algorithm 1. In the algorithm, a queue F is used to store the unexplored nodes.
Optimization
Based on previous subsections, we can write the probability in Equation (1) as 2 :
where π(ĥ, (h r , t r )) is the stochastic policy to build G in the previous subsection. We divide the optimization of this probability into two parts, to optimize π(ĥ, (h r , t r )) and q(t|G, (h r , t r )) separately. Directly optimizing π(ĥ, (h r , t r )) requires back-propagating through random samples, which is intractable. Instead, we model the graph building with reinforcement learning. The terminal reward is r(G) = I(t ∈ G)q(t|G, (h r , t r )). The latter part in r(G) is dependent on θ, and in practice, we found it causes severe instability during training, so we finally leave this term out by setting r(G) = I(t ∈ G). We employ the REINFORCE algorithm [38] , to update θ with the stochastic gradient ∇θ graph = r(G)∇ θ log π θ (G). To optimize q(t|G, (h r , t r )) is to maximize the predicted probability of the correct answer in G. We employ the cross-entropy loss and update θ with as ∇θ predict = I(t ∈ G)∇ θ log q(t|G, (h r , t r )). During training, the gradient is added together, and we use stochastic gradient descent to approximate the gradient descent on the full dataset.
Complexity Analysis
To complete a query (ĥ, r, ?), embedding-based methods need to enumerate the whole entity set, so it takes O(|E|) time for every query. For a large KG containing millions of entities combined with complex score functions, this can be highly computationally expensive. CogKR, on the other hand, utilizes the local structure of KG to reduce the time complexity. As for System 1, each node in G is explored only once. The graph expansion step is conducted O(|V |) times and each time we compute scores for at most η outgoing edges. Therefore it takes O(η|V |) time to complete graph expansion. Similarly the representation update in System 2 takes at most O(η|E|) time. Finally, for prediction, we compute scores for nodes in V , which takes O(|V |) time. As we have |E| = O(|V | 2 ) and in practice |V | ≤ λ, which is a predefined constant, CogKR takes the constant time that does not depend on the entity number, and can more easily scale up to large KGs.
Experiment

Experiment Setting
Datasets We use the NELL-One and Wiki-One datasets released by [40] for one-shot relational learning for evaluation. Both datasets are based on real-world KGs (NELL [22] and Wikidata [36] ) and created with a similar process: relations with less than 500 but more than 50 triples are selected as one-shot tasks and the background KGs are built with facts of other relations. The dataset statistics are shown in the appendix. Note that the Wiki-One dataset is an order of magnitude larger than any other benchmark datasets in terms of the number of entities and relations. In practice, we found that the Wiki-One dataset suffers from sparsity and non-connectivity in the backend KG. To better evaluate the reasoning ability, we remove 41.3% evaluation facts whose entity pairs' distances are no less than 5 in Wiki-One. We also analyze the influence of entity pairs' distances in Section 4.3. The reason for not using standard benchmarks for KG completion, such as FB15k-237 [33] and For reasoning based models, we compare with MultiHopKG [18] , which outperforms MINERVA [7] . We also compare with GMatching [40] , which is designed for one-shot KG completion and achieves impressive improvements over embedding based methods.
More details about the experiment settings can be found in the appendix. Table 1 reports the one-shot KG completion performance on NELL-One and Wiki-One datasets. Considering the relatively small scale of NELL-One, we run each method three times and report the mean and the standard deviation. ConvE, TuckER, and MultihopKG did not scale to the Wiki-One, which contains millions of entities, so their results on Wiki-One are not included.
Performance
On both datasets, CogKR outperforms previous works in all selected metrics. The improvements are particularly substantial in terms of Hits@1 and MRR. The improvements are 5.6% and 5.0% on NELL-One, and 7.9% and 6.6% on Wiki-One. We also note that GMatching, although designed for one-shot relational learning, cannot perform better than embedding-based methods on the small dataset. With similar one-shot learning settings, our method can beat their method with large margins. Compared with the reasoning-based method, our method also achieves relative improvements of 23.8% on MRR. On the large dataset Wiki-One, we find that embedding-based methods cannot work well. Their performance is far below those of GMatching and CogKR.
Quantitative analysis
Ablation Study We conduct an ablation study to analyze the contributions of different components in CogKR. To understand the contributions of the summary module and the novel reasoning method with the cognitive graph, we create a baseline, CogKR-onlyR, which uses the same reasoning module as CogKR but without the summary module. We can see that compared with MultihopKG, which uses a path-based reasoning method, CogKR-onlyR can perform better on Hits@1 and MRR while achieving comparable results on Hits@5 and Hits@10, which proves the superior reasoning capacity of the proposed reasoning method. The complete model CogKR can outperform the reasoning-only module, showing the contribution of the summary module.
Strengths and Weaknesses
We analyze the strengths and weaknesses of CogKR compared with traditional methods on Wiki-One. We note that System 2 in CogKR only gives scores for entities that are found by System 1. To validate that System 2 based on the cognitive graph provides better reasoning ability than embedding-based methods, we compare the performance scores for ranking entities in the built cognitive graphs against GMatching in Figure 2a . We observe that CogKR can 
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make a more accurate prediction for entities in cognitive graphs than GMatching. Comparing the scores with those in Table 1 , however, we can also find 60.9% error of HITS@1 comes from the cases that the correct answer is not found by System 1. The observation shows that a significant direction for improving CogKR is to increase the retrieval ability of System 1. In Figure 2b , we show the HITS@5 against GMatching, categorized by the shortest path lengths from the query entity to the correct answer. We observe that CogKR outperforms the baseline significantly in samples whose shortest path lengths are 1, 2, or 3 steps. Given only one training instance, longer reasoning chains will be highly uncertain. However, GMatching can perform quite well in finding answers that are more than four steps away or even do not have paths at all. The reason might be they match the query entity and candidates with GNN, which can reduce the candidate space by entities' local patterns (e.x, shared relation edges for entities in training pairs and test pairs). However, from the point of logic, there is not sufficient evidence to reason the relationship of entities that are not connected in KG. If we do care about such entity pairs, the remedy is simple that we can ensemble an embeddingbased method to solve the unreachable cases.
Running Time To validate CogKR's advantage on time complexity over baselines, we compare the inference time of CogKR and GMatching 3 . We report the running time with truncated candidate sets and full entity sets in Table 2 . We can see that when the candidate number is limited to 5000, the running time of GMatching is comparable to that of CogKR. However, when the candidate number is not limited, the running time of GMatching increases proportionally with the number of candidates, while the running time of CogKR remains the same. We make more discussion about the time complexity in the appendix.
Qualitative analysis
We show how CogKR can provide explainable reasoning graphs in the experiments in Figure 3 . These reasoning graphs are generated by selecting the subgraphs between query entities and final answers in cognitive graphs. The reasoning graph in Figure 3a is a path from the head entity to the tail entity. However, the circle between "Botswana" and "President of Botswana" strengthens the reasoning process. Figure 3b illustrates that multiple paths can boost the robustness of the answer. Figure 3c is an elaborate reasoning graph that contains various paths, triangles, and circles, which cannot be entirely modeled by path-based methods. CogKR utilizes the interacted information in such complex graphs to predict correct answers with more confidence. 
Related Work
Knowledge Graph Embedding Embedding methods represent entities as continuous vectors, and various score functions are defined for a tuple (h, r, t), such as vector difference [5, 20] , vector product [41, 34] , convolution [8, 2] , and tensor operation [3, 32] . Although these embedding approaches have achieved impressive results on several KG completion benchmarks, they have been shown to suffer from cascading errors when modeling multi-hop relations [6, 12] , which are indispensable for more complex reasoning tasks. Also, these methods all operate on latent space, and their predictions are not interpretable.
Knowledge Graph Reasoning Many works [39, 7, 28, 6] have proposed approaches that explicitly model multi-step paths for KG reasoning. The Path-Ranking Algorithm (PRA) uses a random walk with restart mechanism to obtain paths. Chain-of-Reasoning [21] and Compositional Reasoning [25] take multi-hop paths found by PRA as input and aim to infer its relation. Two recent works, DeepPath [39] and MINERVA [7] , use RL-based approaches to explore KG and find better reasoning paths. Later works extend MINERVA with reward reshaping [18] or Monte Carlo Tree Search [28] respectively. Chen et al. [6] propose to unify path-finding and path-reasoning with variational inference. Our proposed model bases reasoning on subgraphs rather than paths, which can better capture the interaction of different paths. Another line of work is IRN [27] and NeuralLP [42] , which learn first-order logical rules for KG reasoning with neural controller systems with external memory. However, these models often contain computationally expensive operations such as accessing the entire KG.
Few-shot Learning One-shot learning [35, 30, 10, 26] aims to complete the learning tasks with only a few training instances, such as image classification [17] or machine translation [11] , which often require a large amount of data for traditional algorithms. This is often achieved by learning on a range of tasks. Previous work on one-shot learning can be divided into two groups: the metric methods [15, 35, 30] that learn a similarity metric between new instances and instances in the training set, and the parameter methods [10, 26, 24] that directly predict or update parameters of the model according to the training data. Recently one-shot learning has been successfully applied in KG completion [40] , by learning a similarity metric with a single-layer graph convolutional network [14] . However, their method still belongs to embedding-based methods and lacks multi-hop reasoning and interpretability. Also, their model requires forward pass through the neural network for every candidate, which is computationally expensive or even intractable for large-scale KGs.
Conclusion
We present a new framework CogKR to tackle one-shot KG reasoning problem at scale. The oneshot relational learning problem is solved with the combination of two modules, the summary mod-ule to summarize the underlying relationship of the given support pair and the reasoning module to find the correct answer based on the summary. Under the inspiration of the dual process theory in cognitive science, we organize the reasoning process with a cognitive graph, achieving more powerful reasoning ability than previous path-based methods. Experimental results demonstrate the superiority of our framework. We also find that our method suffers from the non-connectivity of KGs. Therefore, in future work, we intend to improve the System 1 by allowing expanding unconnected nodes.
Appendices A Algorithm Implementation Details
For the proposed CogKR, we set the dimensions of both entity embeddings and relation embeddings to 100 on NELL-One and 50 on Wiki-One. The dimension of hidden representations is set to 100 in both datasets. The maximum degree limit η is set to 256 and the maximum node number λ is set to 128. The action budget n is set to 5. We use the ADAM optimization algorithm for model training with learning rate 0.00001 for entity and relation embeddings and 0.0001 for all the other parameters. We also add L2 regularization with weight decay 0.0001. The batch size is 32 on both datasets. We use the MRR on validation set as the standard for early-stop policy. On both datasets, we use pretrained embeddings generated by DistMult [41] .
The model is implemented with PyTorch 1.1 4 . The source code is also provided in the supplementary material. We run all the experiments on a single Linux server with 8 NVIDIA RTX 2080. We use the NELL-One and Wiki-One datasets released by Xiong et al. [40] for evaluation 5 . The dataset statistics are shown in Table 3 . Both datasets are created with a similar process: relations with less than 500 but more than 50 triples are selected as one-shot tasks and randomly divided into training, validation, and testing relations. The background KGs are built with facts of other relations.
B Experiment Details
B.1 Datasets
In practice, we found that the Wiki-One dataset suffers from sparsity and non-connectivity in the backend KG. In the test set, 15.8% of the entity pairs are not connected at all and the distances of other 25.5% pairs are no less than 5. For these 41.3% pairs, we don not have any reasonable paths to infer their relations. To better evaluate the model's reasoning ability, we remove the evaluation facts whose entity pairs' distances are equal to or more than 5 in Wiki-One.
B.2 Baselines
Implementation For TransE, ComplEx and DistMult, we use the implementation 6 released by Sun et al. [32] . For ConvE and MultihopKG, we use the implementation 7 released by Lin et al. [18] . For TuckER [3] , we use the implementation released by the author 8 . For GMatching, we use the implementation and pretrained embeddings released by the author 9 .
Hyperparameter For all the embedding-based methods, the embedding dim is set to 100 on NELL-One and 50 on Wiki-One, which is consistent with the settings of our method and GMatching. For MultihopKG, we use pretrained embeddings generated by ConvE, which achieves best results in their experiment. Setting For all the embedding-based methods and MultihopKG, we use the triples of background relations, all the triples of the training relations, and the ont-shot training triples of validation/test relations for training. For GMatching, we follow the one-shot learning setting described in their paper. Note that unlike GMatching, our method does not need a separate set of training relations except the relations in the background KG. Therefore we simply merge the training relations into the background KG.
Performance Considering the relatively small scale of NELL-One, we run each method three times and report the mean and stddev. On Wiki-One, we only run each method once since the scale of the dataset is quite large and the margins among different methods are quite significant. For TransE, ComplEx and DistMult on Wiki-One, our experiment gives much worse results than those reported in Xiong et al. [40] , so we quote their results in the paper.
C Additional Experiments
We provide the experimental results against GMatching in the original Wiki-One dataset in Table 4 . We observe that on this dataset our model achieves the highest Hits@1 score while shows weaker performance compared to GMatching in terms of Hits@5, 10 and MRR.
The difference comes from the unreachable cases filtered in our dataset, which are unfriendly for path-based solutions. This will also harm the performance of most embedding-based methods. The GMatching method, however, is less influenced by the non-connectivity because the graph convolutional network for query pair matching can reduce the candidate space by entities' local patterns (e.x, shared relation edges in training pairs and test pairs). This can also explain why GMatching can beat our model on Hits@10 but not on Hits@1. The ability to predict the true tail entities that are not directly connected with the head entity, although possibly crucial for KG completion, is beyond the scope of the paper. From the point of logic, there are not sufficient evidences to reason the relationship of entities that are not connected in the KG. If we do care about such entity pairs, the remedy, however, is simple that we can ensemble an embedding based method to solve the unreachable cases.
D Further Discussion
D.1 Time Complexity
In Xiong et al. [40] , they argue that the candidate set for a query relation can be constructed using the entity type constraint, which makes their relatively complex matching model feasible for large datasets like Wiki-One. However, from their released code we can find two obvious difficulties for doing so. Firstly, it's not always possible to construct the entity type constraint. For some datasets, like FB15k-237 [33] , the information of entity types is missing. And to cover all the possible entity types for a relation, we have to enumerate all the facts, including the evaluation ones. Secondly, even if we build such constraint, the candidate set can still be very large, or even equal to the entity set. For example, on Wiki-One, they have to truncate the candidate sets to 5000 for some relations. Therefore, the time complexity is significant for applying KG completion algorithms on large-scale KGs.
